Abstract. We propose explicit equations for two-sided estimates of quantiles of minimal non-zero codeword weight distributions for random equiprobable linear code with given dimension over the prime field F p . It is shown that the differences between quantiles of these distributions are bounded by values depending only on p and levels of quantiles.
Let p be a prime number, F p be a prime field, F N p = {X = (x 1 , . . . , x N ) : x 1 , . . . , x N ∈ F p } be N -dimensional linear space over F p . Any k-dimensional subspace L ⊂ F N p is k-dimensional linear code. Weight w(X) = N k=1 I{x k = 0} of the vector X = (x 1 , . . . , x N ) ∈ F N p is the number of its non-zero coordinates. Let μ * (L) = min{w(X) : X ∈ L\{0}} be the minimal weight of non-zero codewords in a linear code L.
The statement below is a direct consequence of results obtained in [7] .
Theorem. If L ⊂ F N p is a random linear k-dimensional code in F N p having the uniform distribution on the set of all such codes, then 1 1+ It follows from [6] 
МАТЕМАТИЧЕСКИЕ ВОПРОСЫ КРИПТОГРАФИИ
Let us define values z C > 0 and
Then according to (2)
where x denotes the minimal integer in [x, ∞) and x denotes the maximal integer in (−∞, x]. Combining these inequalities with (1) we find that
the approximation in the left hand side of (5) is good if p k is large. So, for small α the approximate value of α-quantile of μ * (L) distribution is N x C with C = α and the approximate value of (1 − α)-quantile is N x C with C = (p − 1)/α. For specific values of p, N, k, C equations (3) may be solved numerically.
Approximate formula for the solution of equation Φ(−z) = q with the accuracy |ε(q)| < 0.003 may be found in [1] :
. (7) Applying (7) to the first equation
and the order of difference |z
Therefore the order of difference x C 1 − x C 2 of roots of equations 
this corresponds to the results of [3] . The case of maximal codeword weight of random linear k-dimensional code may be considered analogously.
The estimates of the minimal weights of nonzero codewords may be used to choose the parameters of McEliece cryptosystem [5] . If McEliece cryptosystem is used and someone has intercepted single encrypted message, he faces the problem of decoding of seemingly random linear code, such a problem is equivalent ( [3] , p. 368) to a problem of finding codeword of minimal weight in extended code with dimension increased by 1. It was shown in [2] that general problem of determining minimal weight of codeword for given code is N P -hard.
